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Nerves of Steel (Young Readers Edition)
New York Times Bestseller List “Leonard and Gobi’s story represents the power of people working together and the
profound depth of feeling possible between a man and his dog.”--Publishers Weekly A man, a dog, and the lengths to which
love will go to sacrifice for its companion. Finding Gobi is the miraculous tale of Dion Leonard, a seasoned ultramarathon
runner who crosses paths with a stray dog while competing in a 155-mile race through the Gobi Desert in China. The
lovable pup, who would later earn the name Gobi, proved that what she lacked in size, she more than made up for in heart,
as she went step for step with Dion over the Tian Shan Mountains, across massive sand dunes, through yurt villages and the
black sands of the Gobi Desert, keeping pace with him for 77 miles. As Dion witnessed the incredible determination and
heart of this small animal, he found his own heart undergoing a change as well. Whereas in the past these races were all
about winning and being the best, his goal now was to make sure he and Gobi’s friendship continued well after the finish
line. He found himself letting Gobi sleep in his tent at night, giving her food and water out of his own limited supply, and
carrying her across numerous rivers, even when he knew it would mean putting him behind in the race, or worse, prevent
him from finishing at all. Although Dion did not cross the finish line first, he felt he had won something even greater – a new
outlook on life and a new friend that he planned on bringing home as soon as arrangements were made. However, before
he could take her home, Gobi went missing in the sprawling Chinese city where she was being kept. Dion, with the help of
strangers and a viral outpouring of assistance on the internet, set out to track her down, and reunite forever with the
amazing animal that changed his life and proved to him and the world that miracles are possible.

What Elephants Know
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Meet Toby—a very special dog with a very important purpose—featured in A Dog's Journey, soon to be a major motion
picture! Young readers will love this story in the popular A Dog's Purpose Puppy Tales series by bestselling author W. Bruce
Cameron. Toby is a beagle who doesn’t seem to have a purpose. While all of his littermates are adopted right away, Toby is
left behind because he's not as energetic as they are. But because he is so quiet, he is adopted by a girl named Mona and
her mother, who works at a nursing home. As Toby comforts the residents of the home, he discovers that his purpose may
be the most important of all! Toby’s Story is another uplifting tale of the bond that exists between humans and their
cherished animal companions. Young fans of Ellie’s Story, Bailey’s Story, Molly’s Story, and Max’s Story will welcome this
new addition to the bestselling series. Includes heartwarming illustrations by Richard Cowdrey and a reading and discussion
guide at the end of the book. A Dog's Purpose Series #1 A Dog’s Purpose #2 A Dog’s Journey #3 A Dog's Promise
(forthcoming) Books for Young Readers Ellie's Story: A Dog’s Purpose Puppy Tale Bailey’s Story: A Dog’s Purpose Puppy Tale
Molly's Story: A Dog's Purpose Puppy Tale Max's Story: A Dog’s Purpose Puppy Tale Toby's Story: A Dog's Purpose Puppy
Tale (forthcoming) Shelby's Story: A Dog's Way Home Novel At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Chiweenie
Small dog, tall dog, playing with a ball dog, big dog, dig dog burying a bone . . . Can there really be 100 dogs doing 100
doggy things packed into the pages of this picture book? Follow the bouncy rhyme as it weaves its way through an array of
hilarious hounds (from petted pugs to silly sausage dogs) and find out . . . This silly celebration of dogs is bursting with
funny details to spot and crazy, characterful dogs to fall in love with - a bark-aloud book to return time and again.

Trailblazers: Simone Biles
Bring home the incredible true story of a friendship so strong that it crosses the globe! You will love the inspiring tale of
Gobi, a lost dog who kept pace with an ultramarathon runner, Dion Leonard, across a vast desert. Follow their unlikely
friendship through the challenges of an 80-mile race and Dion’s struggle to bring Gobi home for good. Finding Gobi: The
True Story of One Little Dog's Big Journey is the incredible true story of Dion Leonard, a New York Times bestselling author
and athlete, who was befriended by a stray dog while running an ultramarathon through the Gobi Desert. Named for the
desert in which he found her, Gobi became Dion’s closest companion for 77 miles of the 155-mile race across China. The
scrappy little pup ran mile after mile alongside Dion, through treacherous conditions and across raging rivers. He let her
sleep in his tent and share his food, and eventually, his focus shifted from winning to the newfound friendship he and Gobi
shared. They crossed the finish line together—not first, but together—and Dion decided to bring Gobi home to Scotland. Just
before they were about to leave, however, Gobi disappeared, setting off a worldwide search for the stray. In a town of more
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than 3 million people, the search seemed hopeless, but this tale of friendship will surprise and delight you as you find out
what happens! Join the almost too-good-to-be-true story of hope, friendship, and beating incredible odds in Finding Gobi:
The True Story of One Little Dog's Big Journey by Dion Leonard.

Bailey's Story
Abandoned in the jungle of the Nepalese Borderlands, two-year-old Nandu is found living under the protective watch of a
pack of wild dogs. From his mysterious beginnings, fate delivers him to the King's elephant stable, where he is raised by
unlikely parents-the wise head of the stable, Subba-sahib, and Devi Kali, a fierce and affectionate female elephant. When
the king's government threatens to close the stable, Nandu, now twelve, searches for a way to save his family and
community. A risky plan could be the answer. But to succeed, they'll need a great tusker. The future is in Nandu's hands as
he sets out to find a bull elephant and bring him back to the Borderlands. In simple poetic prose, author Eric Dinerstein
brings to life Nepal's breathtaking jungle wildlife and rural culture, as seen through the eyes of a young outcast, struggling
to find his place in the world.

My Weird School Fast Facts: Geography
Every year a rented pink cottage full of family, swapping stories, and riding waves mean Summerhouse Time for Sophie.
Best of all is sharing a room with her favorite cousin and laughing and trading secrets like two happy peas in a cousin pod.
Sophie can't wait! But when she asks the now-a-teenager Colleen if she's looking forward to their time together, Colleen just
says "I guess so." What? It's the best time of the year, the time they both love. In just a little bit, they will all be together in
the cottage on the beach. Will this year be just as wonderful, just like always? Accompanied by charming black-and-white
illustrations, classic growingup experiences radiate throughout the pages of this sunny, anytime story. From the Hardcover
edition.

My Name Is Tani . . . and I Believe in Miracles
The epic true story of one man, a dog, and how they found each other As seen on an ESPN SC Featured documentary When
you're racing 435 miles through the jungles and mountains of South America, the last thing you need is a stray dog tagging
along. But that's exactly what happened to Mikael Lindnord, captain of a Swedish adventure racing team, when he threw a
scruffy but dignified mongrel a meatball one afternoon. When the team left the next day, the dog followed. Try as they
might, they couldn't lose him—and soon Mikael realized that he didn't want to. Crossing rivers, battling illness and injury,
and struggling through some of the toughest terrain on the planet, the team and the dog walked together toward the finish
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line, where Mikael decided he would save the dog, now named Arthur, and bring him back to his family in Sweden,
whatever it took. In compelling prose, illustrated with candid photographs, Arthur provides a testament to the amazing
bond between dogs and people.

My Name Is Tani Young Readers Edition Educator's Guide
My Name Is Tani Young Readers Edition Educator's Guide is a companion to My Name Is Tani . . . And I Believe in Miracles
Young Readers Edition by Tani Adewumi. This guide can be utilized in the classroom, in a home school setting, or by parents
seeking additional resources. Ideal for grades 4th-6th.

Gobi for Little Ones
With his big blue eyes and soulful expression, George was the irresistible runt of the litter. But Dave and Christie Nasser's
"baby" ended up being almost five feet tall, seven feet long, and 245 pounds. Eager to play, and boisterous to the point of
causing chaos, this big Great Dane was scared of water, scared of dogs a fraction of his size and, most of all, scared of
being alone. GIANT GEORGE is the charming story of how this precocious puppy won Dave and Christie's hearts and along
the way became a doggie superstar. In 2010, George was named by Guinness World Records as the Tallest Dog in the
World-ever. He appeared on Oprah, and even has his own global fan club. But to Dave and Christie, this extraordinary
animal is still their beloved pet, the one who has made them laugh, made them cry, and continues to make them incredibly
happy.

Summerhouse Time
"Describes Chiweenies, their characteristics and behavior, and includes basic information on feeding, grooming, training,
and healthcare"--Provided by publisher.

Strays Like Us
Ferris Bueller meets La Femme Nikita in this funny, action-packed young adult novel. Its prom nightand Perry just wants to
stick to his own plan and finally play a muchanticipatedgig with his band in the Big Apple. But when his mother makes him
take Gobija Zaksauskastheir quiet, geeky Lithuanian exchange studentto the prom, he never expects that his ordinary high
school guy life will soon turn on its head. Perry finds that Gobi is on a mission, and Perry has no other choice but to go along
for a reckless ride through Manhattans concrete grid with a trained assassin in Dads red Jag.Infused with capers, car chases,
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heists, hits, henchmen, and even a bear fight, this story mixes romance, comedy, and tragedy in a true teen coming-of-age
adventureand its not over until its au revoir.This ebook includes a sample chapter of PERRY'S KILLER PLAYLIST.

Finding Gobi
In this Young Readers Edition of Impossible First—perfect for fans of My Shot by Elena Delle Donne and Shaken by Tim
Tebow—Colin O’Brady vividly recounts his fifty-four-day, unsupported, record-shattering solo crossing of Antarctica using
every ounce of his strength, years of training, and sheer force of will. Prior to December 2018, no individual had ever
crossed the landmass of Antarctica alone, without support, and completely human-powered. But Colin O’Brady was
determined to do just that—even though ten years earlier a tragic accident raised doubts that he’d ever walk again
normally. O’Brady’s quest drew him into a head-to-head battle with British SAS Captain Louis Rudd—also striving to be “the
first.” Enduring Antarctica’s sub-zero temperatures and pulling a sled that initially weighed 375 pounds in complete
isolation and through a succession of whiteouts, storms, and a series of near disasters, O’Brady journeyed 932 miles to a
world first. Honest, deeply moving, filled with moments of vulnerability—and set against the backdrop of some of the most
extreme environments on earth, from Mount Everest to Antarctica—The Impossible First reveals how anyone can reject
limits, overcome immense obstacles, and discover what matters most.

Live Fearless
As an unabashed dog lover, Alexandra Horowitz is naturally curious about what her dog thinks and what she knows. As a
cognitive scientist she is intent on understanding the minds of animals who cannot say what they know or feel. This is a
fresh look at the world of dogs -- from the dog's point of view. The book introduces the reader to the science of the dog -their perceptual and cognitive Abilities -- and uses that introduction to draw a picture of what it might be like to bea dog. It
answers questions no other dog book can -- such as: What is a dog's sense of time? Does she miss me? Want friends? Know
when she's been bad? Horowitz's journey, and the insights she uncovered from studying her own dog, Pumpernickel,
allowed her to understand her dog better, and appreciate her more through that understanding. The reader will be able to
do the same with their own dog. This is not another dog training book. Instead, Inside of a Dogwill allow dog owners to look
at their pets' behaviour in a different, and revealing light, enabling them to understand their dogs and enjoy their
relationship even more.

Inside of a Dog -- Young Readers Edition
"A biography of Neil Armstrong's life--from his early childhood to walking on the moon and legacy."-Page 5/14
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The Impossible First–Young Readers Edition
Sadie Robertson, bestselling author and star of Dancing with the Stars, has an important message for her generation: you
don’t have to be held back by fear, anxiety, or loneliness anymore. In Live Fearless, Sadie takes you on a thrilling personal
journey toward power, passion, and purpose as you live at the center of who God created you to be! Dear friends, I don’t
know about you, but I’m pretty tired of the struggle. You know which one I mean—fear, loneliness, not knowing who I am or
what I’m meant to do. . . . Sound familiar? I struggled with insecurity, comparison, and isolation for too many years, from
thigh gaps to eyebrows to the lifestyles I felt I had to live up to. I was so afraid of being “found out,” that everyone in my life
would somehow figure out that I was fearful and small and that I struggled to make my faith a reality and to be secure in
who I am. It took a major perspective shift from staring at comments on a screen to really digging into the pages of my
Bible to see what God actually says about overcoming fear. Setting aside the fear, anxiety, and comparison to become the
joy-filled person God created you to be is exactly what God is inviting you into. To really be seen and known. To be an agent
of change by choosing compassion, connection, and acceptance for everyone you come in contact with. Inside this book are
ways to find your power, passion, and purpose—and reach for your dreams. Plus, there are places to jot down notes, fun
lists, practical ways to make changes, and thoughts on how living fearless can change everything. Are you tired of the awful
comparison game? Are you exhausted from trying to keep up, from feeling small and afraid that people will find the real you
and be disappointed? There is so much more for you. No matter who you are, where you come from, or what your fears are,
freedom is available to you. It’s just a matter of saying yes. You in? Hope you’ll join me on this wild adventure as we learn
to Live Fearless together. Love, Sadie

100 Dogs
When Big Dog and Little Dog mistake a skunk for a black and white kitty, they end up with a smelly surprise

Wild by Nature
One woman 10,000 miles on foot 6 countries 8 pairs of hiking boots 3,000 cups of tea 1,000 days and nights "The only way
to survive three years of walking was to embrace the moment of now.”—from Wild by Nature Not since Cheryl Strayed
gifted us with her adventure on the Pacific Crest Trail in her memoir, Wild, has there been such a powerful epic adventure
by a woman alone. In Wild by Nature, National Geographic Explorer Sarah Marquis takes you on the trail of her tenthousand-mile solo hike across the remote Gobi desert from Siberia to Thailand, at which point she was transported by boat
to complete the hike at her favorite tree in Australia. Against nearly insurmountable odds and relying on hunting and her
own wits, Sarah Marquis survived the Mafia, drug dealers, thieves on horseback who harassed her tent every night for
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weeks, temperatures from subzero to scorching, life-threatening wildlife, a dengue fever delirium in the Laos jungle, tropic
ringworm in northern Thailand, dehydration, and a life-threatening abscess. This is an incredible story of adventure, human
ingenuity, persistence, and resilience that shows firsthand what it is to adventure as a woman in the most dangerous of
circumstance, what it is to be truly alone in the wild, and why someone would challenge themselves with an expedition
others would call crazy. For Marquis, her story is about freedom, being alive and wild by nature.

Letters From Wolfie
For fans of A Streetcat Named Bob comes Finding Gobi, the heart-warming true story of a dog who captured the hearts of
the world. Younger readers' edition. Finding Gobi is the ultimate story of hope and friendship - proving once again, that
dogs really are 'man's best friend.' In 2016, Dion Leonard, an ultramarathon runner, stumbled across a little stray dog while
competing in a gruelling 150 mile race across the Gobi Desert. The pup earned the name 'Gobi', as she went step for step
with Dion, keeping pace with him for over 100km. What Gobi lacked in size, she made up for in heart. Dion had always
focused on winning, but as he witnessed the incredible determination of this small animal, he felt something inside him
change. This is a story of a life changing friendship between one man and a little stray dog called Gobi.

Impact
A heartwarming tale of courage, resilience and hope from master storyteller and winner of the prestigious Newbery Medal,
Linda Sue Park. When her name was Keoko, Japan owned Korea, and Japanese soldiers ordered people around, telling them
what they could do or say, even what sort of flowers they could grow. When her name was Keoko, World War II came to
Korea, and her friends and relatives had to work and fight for Japan. When her name was Keoko, she never forgot her name
was actually Kim Sun-hee. And no matter what she was called, she was Korean. Not Japanese. Inspired by true-life events,
this amazing story reveals what happens when your culture, country and identity are threatened.

Finding Gobi
A dog detective and a dog thief are among the heroes of these sometimes sad and sometimes funny stories about real
dogs.

Craig & Fred
Mark’s dog Wolfie is part malamute, part German shepherd, and all heart. Mark can hardly imagine life without his big,
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loving canine companion. But in 1969, the Vietnam War is still raging, and when Mark learns that the army needs scout
dogs, he decides to send Wolfie. As his dad says, a smart dog like Wolfie could save a lot of soldiers—soldiers like Mark’s
brother, Danny. Besides, it seems like the patriotic thing to do. Inspired by real events, this is a heartbreaking story about
sacrifice, loyalty, and the complex meanings of patriotism.

My Secret Diary
Lord of the Rings meets Buffy the Vampire Slayer meets The Duff in this funny, fast-paced tale of middle-school monsters,
self-image, and, oh yeah, actual monsters that want to kill everyone. Laura Ledwick is well large. The kids at school don't let
her forget it, and call her by various names: Laura Largebottom, Laura Lardo, Lots of Laura--you get the idea. When Laura's
family moves to the next town over before eighth grade, she expects more of the same. What she doesn't expect are the
snake-like yellow eyes watching her from the forest. Or the mysterious rattling in her closet. Or finally making real friends
for the first time. Or handsome uber-nerd Liam R. Kelp, who might just be the cutest boy to ever wear a Science Is Cool Tshirt. But when Laura finally discovers the source of the rattling, things take on a whole new level of weird. It turns out
Laura has just been given the most important job in the world: Monster Crusher. Her role is simple: protect the earth from
the horrors beneath their feet. Eighth grade is about to get a lot more interesting.

Big Dog and Little Dog Making a Mistake
Bring home the incredible true story of a friendship so strong that it crosses the globe! You will love the inspiring tale of
Gobi, a lost dog who kept pace with an ultramarathon runner, Dion Leonard, across a vast desert. Follow their unlikely
friendship through the challenges of an 80-mile race and Dion's struggle to bring Gobi home for good. Finding Gobi: The
True Story of One Little Dog's Big Journey is the incredible true story of Dion Leonard, an athlete who was befriended by a
stray dog while running an ultramarathon through the Gobi Desert. Named for the desert in which he found her, Gobi
became Dion's closest companion throughout the 80-mile race across China. The scrappy little pup ran mile after mile
alongside Dion, through treacherous conditions and across raging rivers. He let her sleep in his tent and share his food, and
eventually, his focus shifted from winning to the newfound friendship he and Gobi shared. They crossed the finish line
together--not first, but together--and Dion decided to bring Gobi home to Scotland. Just before they were about to leave,
however, Gobi disappeared, setting off a worldwide search for the stray. In a town of more than 3 million people, the search
seemed hopeless, but this tale of friendship will surprise and delight you as you find out what happens! Join the almost toogood-to-be-true story of hope, friendship, and beating incredible odds in Finding Gobi: The True Story of One Little Dog's Big
Journey by Dion Leonard.
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Finding Gobi
A bestselling modern classic—both poignant and funny—about a boy with autism who sets out to solve the murder of a
neighbor's dog and discovers unexpected truths about himself and the world. Nominated as one of America’s best-loved
novels by PBS’s The Great American Read Christopher John Francis Boone knows all the countries of the world and their
capitals and every prime number up to 7,057. He relates well to animals but has no understanding of human emotions. He
cannot stand to be touched. And he detests the color yellow. This improbable story of Christopher's quest to investigate the
suspicious death of a neighborhood dog makes for one of the most captivating, unusual, and widely heralded novels in
recent years.

Neil Armstrong
Do you want to know what dogs are thinking? What they're feeling, and what they can smell with that great big nose of
theirs? Here's your chance to experience the world nose first, from two feet off the ground.

Laura Monster Crusher
Bring history home with you and meet some of the world's greatest game changers! Get inspired by the true story of the
most award-winning American gymnast. This biography series is for kids who loved Who Was? and are ready for the next
level. In August 2016, American gymnast Simone Biles won four Olympic gold medals! Her irresistible smile, fierce
determination, and unbeatable strength have made her a favorite around the world. Find out how the girl who taught
herself to flip on her backyard trampoline blazed a trail in gymnastics. Trailblazers is a biography series that celebrates the
lives of amazing pioneers, past and present, from all over the world. Get inspired by more Trailblazers: Neil Armstrong,
Jackie Robinson, Jane Goodall, Harriet Tubman, Albert Einstein, Beyoncé, and Simone Biles. What kind of trail will you blaze?

When My Name Was Keoko
Untangling the logic behind the JFK conspiracy claims

Finding Gobi
While racing through the Gobi Desert in China and Mongolia, the author, a seasoned ultramarathoner, encounters a stray
dog who, keeping pace with him for nearly 80 miles, gives him a new perspective on life, causing him to fight to bring her
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home with him with the help of strangers and a viral outpouring of assistance on the internet.--

Toby's Story
Think fast with A.J. and Andrea from My Weird School! Did you know that Antarctica’s largest land animal is an insect? Did
you know that the smallest country in the world is only 0.2 square miles?! Learn more weird-but-true geography facts with
A.J. and Andrea from Dan Gutman’s bestselling My Weird School series. This fun series of nonfiction books features
hundreds of hysterical facts, plus lots of photos and illustrations. Whether you’re a kid who wants to learn more about
geography or simply someone who wants to know if there’s really a town called Scratch Ankle, this is the book for you! With
more than 12 million books sold, the My Weird School series really gets kids reading!

Giant George
Discover the life-changing power of Scripture with 100 of the best-loved Bible verses that bring encouragement, direction,
insight, and hope for your life. On each spread, this beautiful little book features an inspiring scripture set in a beautiful
design a short devotional thought a prayer starter A budget-friendly and thoughtful gift for birthdays, Mother’s Day,
Grandparent’s Day, Galentine’s Day, or any celebration of a special woman, this inspiring book will bring joy to anyone’s
day, as well as add cheer to a bookshelf display. Add a little truth, wisdom, comfort, and beauty to your day with 100
Favorite Bible Verses.

The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time
"In a narrative nonfiction format, follows people who experienced the events of September 11, 2001"--

Five True Dog Stories
The uplifting and unforgettable true story of a US Marine, the stray dog he met on an Afghan battlefield, and how they
saved each other and now travel America together, "spreading the message of stubborn positivity." In 2010, Sergeant Craig
Grossi was doing intelligence work for Marine RECON—the most elite fighters in the Corps—in a remote part of Afghanistan.
While on patrol, he spotted a young dog "with a big goofy head and little legs" who didn’t seem vicious or run in a pack like
most strays they’d encountered. After eating a piece of beef jerky Craig offered—against military regulations—the dog
began to follow him. "Looks like you made a friend," another Marine yelled. Grossi heard, "Looks like a 'Fred.'" The name
stuck, and a beautiful, life-changing friendship was forged. Fred not only stole Craig’s heart; he won over the RECON
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fighters, who helped Craig smuggle the dog into heavily fortified Camp Leatherneck in a duffel bag—risking jail and Fred’s
life. With the help of a crew of DHL workers, a sympathetic vet, and a military dog handler, Fred eventually made it to
Craig’s family in Virginia. Months later, when Craig returned to the U.S., it was Fred’s turn to save the wounded Marine from
Post-Traumatic Stress. Today, Craig and Fred are touching lives nationwide, from a swampy campground in a Louisiana
State Park to the streets of Portland, Oregon, and everywhere in between. A poignant and inspiring tale of hope, resilience,
and optimism, with a timeless message at its heart—"it is not what happens to us that matters, but how we respond to
it"—Craig & Fred is a shining example of the power of love to transform our hearts and our lives.

Au Revoir, Crazy European Chick
"Bring home the incredible true story of a friendship so strong that it crosses the globe! Families everywhere will be
delighted by the tale of Gobi, a little dog living all alone in China's Gobi Desert, and Dion Leonard, a successful
ultramarathon runner."--Back cover.

Arthur
Nerves of Steel is the captivating true story of Tammie Jo Shults’s remarkable life—from growing up the daughter of a
humble rancher, to breaking through gender barriers as one of the Navy’s first female F/A-18 Hornet pilots, to safely landing
the severely crippled Southwest Airlines Flight 1380 and helping save the lives of 148 people. Tammie Jo Shults has spent
her entire life loving the skies. Though the odds were against her, she became one of the few female fighter pilots in the
Navy. In 1994, after serving her country honorably for eight years, Tammie Jo left the Navy and joined Southwest Airlines in
the early 1990’s. On April 17, 2018, Tammie Jo was called to service once again. Twenty minutes into a routine domestic
flight, Captain Shults was faced with the unthinkable—a catastrophic engine failure in the Boeing 737 caused an explosion
that severed hydraulic and fuel lines, tearing away sections of the plane, puncturing a window, and taking a woman’s life.
Captain Shults and her first officer, Darren Ellisor, struggled to stabilize the aircraft. Drawing deeply from her well of
experience, Tammie Jo was able to wrestle the severely damaged 737 safely to the ground. Not originally scheduled for that
flight, there is no doubt God had prepared her and placed her right where she needed to be that day.

100 Favorite Bible Verses
The amazing story of pilot Tammie Jo Shults, adapted for young readers! Tammie Jo worked hard, had faith, stayed true to
herself, and overcame every obstacle on her journey to becoming a navy pilot. Years later, those lessons served her well as
she was put in the right place at the right time to safely land a crippled plane and save 148 lives. Tammie Jo Shults grew up
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wanting to be a pilot. She worked hard but faced many obstacles and challenges along the way that threatened to derail
her dreams. Doing the next right thing kept her spirit alive as she persevered to find her special calling—to serve God and
the world around her. Tammie Jo’s path eventually led her to join the navy, where she became one of the first women to fly
the F/A-18 Hornet. Her specialized flight training in fighter aircraft honed her skills to a razor’s edge. After eight years, she
left the military, flew for the forest service in California fighting forest fires for a season, and then went to work for
Southwest Airlines flying Boeing 737s. Tammie Jo wasn’t scheduled for flight 1380 on the morning of April 17, 2018. In fact,
she and her husband, Dean, also a Southwest pilot, had traded trips so she could attend their son’s track meet. Then the
unthinkable happened. A catastrophic engine failure in her Boeing 737 caused an explosion that severed hydraulic and fuel
lines, tore away sections of the plane, punctured a window, and took a woman’s life. In the midst of the emergency,
Tammie Jo stayed calm. She wrestled the crippled plane safely to the ground, and in doing so, saved many lives. No doubt
God had prepared her and placed her right where she needed to be that day. Nerves of Steel (Young Readers Edition) is for
all young readers who work hard to chase their dreams and are excited for the adventure ahead. Includes a photo insert,
glossary, engaging graphics, and sidebars that explore topics related to planes, pilots, and a military career.

Inside of a Dog
From the award-winning author of The Patron Saint of Butterflies and The World from Up Here comes a story of a girl who
finds friendship where she least expects it.

Finding Gobi: Young Reader's Edition
It begins with a free and joyful act--but from then on, Michael finds it impossible even to remember what it felt like to be
free and joyful. When he fires his new rifle into the air on his seventeenth birthday, he never imagines that the bullet will
end up killing someone. But a mile away, a man is killed by that bullet as he innocently repairs his roof. And Michael keeps
desperately silent while he watches his world crumble. Meanwhile Jenna, the dead man's daughter, copes with desperation
of her own. Through her grief, she tries to understand why she no longer feels comfortable with her boyfriend and why a
near stranger named Michael keeps appearing in her dreams. Suspenseful and powerfully moving, this is the unforgettable
story of an accidental crime and its haunting web of repercussions.

Swallowing Stones
From W. Bruce Cameron, the author of the New York Times and USA Today bestselling novel A Dog's Purpose, which is now
a major motion picture! Bailey's Story is a heartwarming illustrated novel adapted for young readers from the beloved and
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New York Times bestselling A Dog's Purpose by W. Bruce Cameron. Every dog has work to do. Every dog has a purpose.
When Bailey meets eight-year-old Ethan, he quickly figures out his purpose: to play with the boy, to explore the Farm
during summers with the boy, and to tidy the boy's dishes by licking them clean (only when Mom isn't watching). But Bailey
soon learns that life isn't always so simple--that sometimes bad things happen--and that there can be no greater purpose
than to protect the boy he loves. Bailey's Story is a moving tale about a dog and his boy for young animal lovers by W.
Bruce Cameron, bestselling author of the acclaimed novel A Dog's Purpose. Adorable black-and-white illustrations by
Richard Cowdrey bring Bailey and his world to life. A discussion and activity guide at the end of the book will help promote
family and classroom discussions about Bailey's Story and the insights it provides about humankind's best friends. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

JFK Assassination Logic
A wonderfully written and engaging teenage memoir: read all about Jacqueline's problems with her family, her first love, her
school life and her friends. Read extracts from her real diaries and the stories she wrote as a teenager; learn all about the
music and books she loved, her troubled school life and her parents' difficult relationship. Written in Jacqueline's usual and
inimitable style, this will be fascinating reading for her fans, and for anyone who's interested in what life in the UK was like
in the fifties and sixties.

Nerves of Steel
A true story of sacrificing everything for family, living with nothing but hope, then sharing generously all they received to
discover the greatest riches of all. Tani Adewumi didn’t know what Boko Haram was or why they had threatened his family.
All he knew was that when his parents told the family was going to America, Tani thought it was the start of a great
adventure rather than an escape. In truth, his family’s journey to the United States was nothing short of miraculous—and
the miracles were just beginning. Tani’s father, Kayode, became a dishwasher and Uber driver while Tani’s mother,
Oluwatoyin, cleaned buildings, while the family lived in a homeless shelter. Eight-year-old Tani jumped into his new life with
courage and perseverance—and an unusual mind for chess. After joining the chess club in his public school, Tani practiced
his game for hours in the evenings at the shelter. And less than a year after he learned to play, Tani won the New York
State chess championship. A young boy with an aptitude for chess? Absolutely. But if you ask Tani Adewumi, he will tell you
he believes in miracles and one happened to him and his family. This story will inspire, delight, and challenge you to
believe, too.
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